Abstract. We investigate Mark Titchener's T-complexity, an algorithm which measures the information content of finite strings. After introducing the T-complexity algorithm, we turn our attention to a particular class of "simple" finite strings. By exploiting special properties of simple strings, we obtain a fast algorithm to compute the maximum T-complexity among strings of a given length, and our estimates of these maxima show that T-complexity differs asymptotically from Kolmogorov complexity. Finally, we examine how closely de Bruijn sequences resemble strings with high Tcomplexity.
Introduction
How efficiently can we generate random-looking strings? Random strings play an important role in data compression since such strings, characterized by their lack of patterns, do not compress well. For practical compression applications, compression must take place in a reasonable amount of time (typically linear or nearly linear time). The degree of success achieved with the classical compression algorithms of Lempel and Ziv [9, 21, 22] and Welch [19] depend on the complexity of the input string; the length of the compressed string gives a measure of the original string's complexity.
In the same monograph in which Lempel and Ziv introduced the first of these algorithms [9] , they gave an example of a succinctly describable class of strings which yield optimally poor compression up to a logarithmic factor, namely the class of lexicographically least de Bruijn sequences for each length. On one hand, one can view the incompressibility of de Bruijn sequences as evidence of "randomness," but on the other hand one can also view this phenomenon as a failure of the Lempel-Ziv algorithm to detect patterns. Indeed, the Lempel-Ziv and Welch algorithms achieve compression by detecting repeating patterns whereas de Bruijn sequences minimize such pattern repetitions. Do de Bruijn sequences defy compression under other general-purpose compression schemes? Do there exist other natural classes of "random" strings besides de Bruijn sequences? The present exposition investigates these questions. Titchener [17] introduced an algorithm called T-complexity which effectively measures string complexity using different principles from those employed by Lempel, Ziv, and Welch (Section 2), and so one may view T-complexity as the basis for an alternative compression scheme. In this paper, we show how to find and quickly calculate the maximum T-complexity among strings of a given length (Theorem 5.2) and then give a precise analytic estimate for these values (Theorem 6.3). Our asymptotic bounds confirm conjectures from [7] and [16] .
We conclude with some illustrative applications. It has been conjectured in earlier works [4, 5] that Tcomplexity approximates Kolmogorov complexity. We show that T-complexity is neither an upper bound nor a lower bound for Kolmogorov complexity (Section 7). We also examine to what degree de Bruijn sequences exhibit incompressibility in the context of T-complexity (Section 8). There exists a close correlation between the substring distribution in Kolmogorov random strings and de Bruijn sequences [10, Theorem 2.6.1]. Since T-complexity uses substrings in its computation, one might expect that this statistical property would make the T-complexity of de Bruijn sequences relatively high, as was the case for the Lempel-Ziv algorithms (assuming a reasonable window size for [21] ). But in reality this is not necessarily what happens.
How to compute T-complexity
T-complexity is an algorithm which maps finite strings to reals [17] . Like the well-known LZ-complexity algorithm [9] , the T-complexity algorithm progressively looks at longer and more complex symbols. We introduce some notation here in order to describe the algorithm.
For any finite alphabet A, A * denotes the nonempty strings over A. In order to describe the Tcomplexity algorithm, we must distinguish between strings over the alphabet A and symbols used to describe these strings. To this end, let L : A * → N be a canonical one-to-one encoding of the members of A * , and call the members of the image L(A * ) the symbols of A * . A word is an element of L(A * ) * . We define |σ| to be the length of the string σ, and for a symbol p, |p| denotes the length of the string L −1 (p). σ · τ denotes the concatenation of strings (or symbols) σ and τ , and σ k denotes σ concatenated with itself k times.
denote the symbol of L(A * ) which is the concatenation of the input symbols when interpreted as strings over A.
Algorithm 1 describes the T-complexity algorithm. Note that at each stage of this algorithm, L −1 (join σ ) = σ, however formally σ and σ consist of different symbols in L. Furthermore, the main loop must eventually terminate because |σ | < |σ|. We will use T (σ) to denote the T-complexity of a string σ ∈ A * . This notation is consistent with the function T in Algorithm 1 but with slight notational abuse because the input to this new function T may be a string rather than a word. Finally, we may view T-complexity as a function from strings to reals.
Algorithm 1
The T-complexity algorithm Input: a finite string
if |σ| ≤ 1 then return 0; 4:
let p ∈ L(A * ) be the penultimate (i.e. next to rightmost) symbol of σ.
6:
let k be the maximum number such that σ = τ · p k q for some (possibly empty) word τ ∈ L(A * ) * and symbol q ∈ L(A * ). k is called the copy factor of p.
7:
Starting from the left of σ, look for subwords contained in the set {π : π = p j s for some s = p and j ≤ k} ∪ p k+1 .
When such a subword π is encountered, replace it with the singleton join π. Continue this replacement procedure over the remainder of σ. The result of these replacements is σ .
8:
return T (σ ) + log 2 (k + 1).
9:
end if 10: end function Definition 2.2. The T-decomposition of a string is the finite sequence (p 1 , k 1 ), (p 2 , k 2 ), . . . of penultimate symbols with respective copy factors generated by successive iterations of Algorithm 1.
Since any string can be reconstructed from its T-decomposition plus its final symbol, T-decomposition can be viewed as a compression algorithm.
Example 2.3. (A sample T-decomposition)
We compute the T-complexity of the string σ = 0100000100011. In the computation below we use periods to separate distinct symbols in L(A * ). Thus removing a period mark from between two adjacent symbols replaces these symbols with their join. The input to the function T in this case is: In the next iteration, we get the penultimate symbol p 2 = '0' and copy factor k 2 = 2, and σ = 010.000.010.0011, Next p 3 = '010' and k 3 = 1, so σ = 010000.0100011, and finally p 4 = 010000 and k 4 = 1. Hence the corresponding T-decomposition is ('1', 1), ('0', 2), ('010',1), ('010000', 1) .
and
log 2 k i = log 2 2 + log 2 3 + log 2 2 + log 2 2 = 3 + log 2 3.
The size of T-parsings
The T-complexity of a string may be viewed as the number of bits required to represent the string in a stagewise prefix-free "T-code" as defined by Titchener [17, 15] . Titchener, Nicolescu, Staiger, Gulliver, and Speidel defined generalized T-codes in terms of a finite set of words [18] . We will be interested in the union of T-codes over all stages of the T-complexity algorithm. We call this union a "T-parsing." The T-complexity algorithm always uses penultimate symbols to parse input strings, but in general one could parse with any sequence of symbols. We include an order structure on every T-parsing in order to keep track of the order of parsing symbols.
In the next definition, the set S k p is what is usually known as a T-code.
Definition 3.1.
[18] Let A be a finite alphabet. If S ⊆ L(A * ), and p ∈ S, the T-augmentation of S by p with copy factor mapping k :
where join(p i · (S \ {p})) is the set consisting of the joins of p i with each element of S \ {p}.
. . is the T-decomposition of some string σ, then we say k is a copy factor mapping induced by the T-decomposition of σ.
Definition 3.2. Let < be an well-ordering on L(A * ) and k : L(A * ) → N. The T-parsing generated by < and k over A is the union
where S 0 = {L(a) : a ∈ A}, p i is the i th symbol of the ordering, and
An example of a natural ordering on a T-parsing would be p 1 < p 2 < p 3 < · · · where the p i 's are the penultimate symbols occurring in the T-decomposition of some given string and k(p i ) is the copy factor of p i in this T-decomposition, and the remaining non-penultimate symbols are assigned arbitrarily at the higher positions of the ordering. In this way, the T-decomposition of every string induces a T-parsing. The purpose of our definition is to separate the string being parsed from the list of symbols used to parse it; in a T-decomposition the latter is always the list of penultimate strings.
A is a T-parsing and x ∈ G, we say that x is periodic if there exists y ∈ G with x = join L −1 (y) k(y)+1 . If x is not periodic, it is aperiodic.
A string τ is said to be a cyclic permutation of a string σ if |σ| = |τ | = n and there exist an index 0 ≤ k < n such that for all i < n, σ(i + k mod n) = τ (i). The lexicographically least cyclic permutation of any finite string (or symbol) is called a necklace, and a necklace is called aperiodic if no two distinct cyclic permutations of it are equal. Gulliver, Makwakwa, and Speidel [6] demonstrated a correspondence between necklaces and T-codes. We use their result to count the number of aperiodic symbols of length n in a T-parsing (Proposition 3.5), and we give an unrestricted count in Theorem 3.7 below.
where µ is the Möbius function [14] .
It is possible to describe the size of a T-parsing in terms of e a (n), which for a prime happens to be the number of aperiodic symbols of length n over a T-parsing with alphabet size a (Proposition 3.5) as well as the number of irreducible polynomials of degree n over a finite field of size a [3] , [8, p. 84 ].
Proposition 3.5. Let G = (<, k) A be a T-parsing. The number of aperiodic symbols in G of length n is e |A| (n).
Proof:
First we argue that the number of aperiodic necklaces of length n does not exceed the number of aperiodic symbols of length n in G. Let k i=1 S i be the stage k approximation of G, and let k 0 be sufficiently large so that all elements with length less than n occur within the first k 0 − 1 indices of G's ordering. From [6, Theorem 5.1, Case 3], we have that some cyclic permutation of each length n aperiodic necklace belongs to k 0 i=1 S i and hence to G. Any cyclic permutation of any aperiodic necklace in G is also aperiodic in the T-parsing sense, and therefore the number of aperiodic necklaces of length n is at most the number of aperiodic symbols in G of length n.
[6, Theorem 4.1] states that for any i and n, no two length n members of S i are cyclic permutations of each other. It follows that no two members of length n in G are cyclic permutations of each other because, for any sufficiently large index k, S k contains all the length n members of G. In particular, each aperiodic element is a cyclic permutation of a distinct necklace. It follows that the number of aperiodic symbols of length n in G is at most the the number of necklaces of length n. Thus there is a one-one correspondence between the aperiodic necklaces of length n and the aperiodic elements of size n in G.
Moreau [13] showed that the number of aperiodic necklaces of length n over an alphabet of size a equals the quantity expressed in (3.1), whence the proposition follows.
Remark 3.6. It follows from Proposition 3.5 that we may estimate the number of aperiodic strings of length n in a T-parsing over an alphabet of fixed size a as follows:
The hidden constant does not depend on a.
Using Proposition 3.5, we can show that the number of symbols in a T-parsing of a given length is independent of its underlying ordering.
Theorem 3.7. For any T-parsing G = (<, k) A , the number of symbols of G of length n is
.
Thus the number of symbols of a given length in a T-parsing depends only on the alphabet A and function k and not the underlying ordering <.
For a given n, the number of aperiodic symbols of length n in G is e |A| (n) (Proposition 3.5), so it remains to count the periodic symbols. Let C n denote the set on the right hand side of (3.7). First we show that the number of aperiodic symbols of length n is no greater than |C n |. If y ∈ G is a periodic symbol of length n, then by definition, y = x k(x)+1 for some shortest symbol x. Now k(x) = |y|/|x| − 1, and moreover every periodic symbol of length n corresponds to a distinct such x ∈ C n . Hence |C n | is at least as large as the set of periodic symbols of length n. For the reverse injection, suppose x ∈ C n , and let y = x k(x)+1 . Then no string z of length at most |x| satisfies z k(z)+1 = y except for x itself. Thus each x ∈ C n corresponds to a distinct periodic symbol, namely x k(x)+1 , and we conclude that the number of periodic symbols of length n is at most |C n |.
Bounds on copy factors for simple strings
Strings without periodic symbols in their T-decomposition will play an important role in our quest for maximal T-complexity, as will strings with penultimate symbols of nondecreasing length. We capture these classes with the following notions. The goal of this section is to obtain bounds on copy factors for simple strings σ whose T-complexity is maximal among all strings of length |σ| (Theorem 4.4). We must also demonstrate that such strings exist (Theorem 4.7). These bounds will allow us to efficiently compute maximal T-complexity for each string length, both exactly (Theorem 5.2) and asymptotically (Theorem 6.3).
Lemma 4.2. Let σ be a string with maximal T-complexity among all strings of length |σ|, and assume that σ is simple. Let m be the last penultimate symbol in σ's T-decomposition (so that m is at least as long as any other symbol in σ's T-decomposition), and suppose that x is a symbol in the T-parsing induced by σ's T-decomposition with |x| < |m|. Then x is a penultimate symbol in the T-decomposition of σ.
Proof:
Suppose that x does not occur as a penultimate symbol in the T-decomposition of σ. It suffices to assume that x is among the shortest symbols meeting the assumptions of this argument because we can contradict existence over all other lengths by induction. Replace σ's leftmost prefix L −1 (m r ) (i.e. m including copy factors) with a copy of L −1 (x r ). This replacement does not change the T-complexity of σ because the r copies of x cannot be joined prior to the final T-decomposition step as x is not a penultimate symbol, and by minimality x must already have found its way into σ's T-parsing by the stage in which it becomes a penultimate symbol.
On the other hand, this replacement shortens σ. Let q be the first penultimate symbol in σ's Tdecomposition, and form a new string by adding r(|m| − |x|) copies of L −1 (q) to the next-to-rightmost position of σ after the above replacement. Since σ was prefix-free, this new string has the same length and the same copy factors as σ except that the copy factor of q increased. So σ must not have had maximal T-complexity. Lemma 4.3. Suppose σ is has maximal T-complexity for its length and is simple, and let m be the length of the longest last penultimate symbol in the T-decomposition of σ. For any penultimate symbol p with copy factor k in the T-decomposition of σ,
Suppose to the contrary that k > 2m+2 |p| − 1 for some penultimate symbol p with copy factor k. Form a new stringσ by removing m+1 |p| copies of p from σ at the spot where p becomes the penultimate symbol in the T-decomposition of σ. Then the copy factork of p inσ is
Sincek ·|p| exceeds the length of any penultimate symbol in σ, the copy factors and penultimate symbols forσ are σ's except that k is replaced withk. Therefore
Furthermore,σ is periodic-free and |σ| − |σ| ≥ m + 1. By Proposition 3.5, there is at least one aperiodic symbol x of length m + 1 in the T-parsing induced by the T-decomposition ofσ. Let q be the first penultimate symbol in σ's T-decomposition, and form a new string τ by adding a copy of x to the beginning ofσ and padding the initial penultimate copies of q with |σ| − |σ| − m − 1 extra copies of q. Sinceσ is periodic-free, the increased copy factor on q does not change the sequence of penultimate symbols in τ . Now |τ | = |σ|, and
contradicting that σ was maximal.
Theorem 4.4. Let σ be a simple string with maximal T-complexity for its length, and let m be the length of the longest symbol in the T-decomposition of σ. Then for any copy factor k corresponding to a penultimate symbol p which occurs in the T-decomposition of σ, we have
Note that p k+1 is a symbol of length |p|·(k+1) in the T-parsing induced by the T-decomposition of σ. By Lemma 4.2, if m > |p| · (k + 1), then p k+1 must appear as a penultimate symbol in σ's T-decomposition. But σ is periodic-free, so
It remains to verify that simple strings can actually have maximal T-complexity. To this end, we introduce a "symbol-switching" lemma (Lemma 4.6) which allows us to permute the order of adjacent symbols without changing the length or T-complexity of a given string.
Lemma 4.5. Let σ ∈ A * be a string with T-decomposition (p 1 , k 1 ), (p 2 , k 2 ), . . . . Let S 0 = A and let S i+1 = (S i ) k p i where k is a copy factor mapping induced by σ's T-decomposition, as in Definition 3.2. Given i < m such that p i+1 = join (p r i s) for any r > 0 and s ∈ S i−1 , let
Then there is a length-preserving bijection f :
such that f restricted to S i−1 is the identity.
Since p i+1 = join (p r i s) for any r > 0 and s ∈ S i−1 , the T-augmentation S
is well-defined. Given
f is length-preserving. Finally, f has an obvious inverse:
Lemma 4.6. Let σ be a string over the alphabet A whose T-decomposition is (p 1 , k 1 ) . . . , (p r , k r ), and let S i denote the i th iteration of the T-augmentation for this decomposition, as in the notation of Lemma 4.5. Let p i be a symbol such that p i = join p d i−1 s for any 0 < d ≤ k i−1 and s ∈ S i−2 . Then there is a string τ ∈ A * with T- decomposition (p 1 , k 1 ) , . . . , (p n , k n ) and n ≤ r such that:
Let
i−1 x) be the word resulting after the (i + 1) st stage of the T-complexity algorithm starting from σ. Here x ∈ S i−1 and q 1 , . . . , q R ∈ S i+1 . By Lemma 4.5, there is a length-preserving bijection f :
, so define
to be the word with f applied to each q j and the order of p
i−1 reversed. We verify the desired properties of τ by cases.
In this case, q j = join p d i−1 and f (q j ) = join p d i−1 for any j or d, and the copy factor of p i−1 in τ equals the copy factor of p i−1 in σ. Let p i = join p t i−2 u for some 0 ≤ t ≤ k i−2 and some u ∈ S i−3 . There are two mutually exclusive cases to consider.
In this case p i is aperiodic, and the copy factor of p i−2 in τ is k i−2 . τ has the same number of symbols as σ, and |p j | = p j and k j = k j for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r except for j ∈ {i − 1, i}.
. Now p i−2 cannot be periodic in p i−3 , since that would violate the definition of copy factor. So τ i−3 (the string resulting from τ after copies of p i−3 have been merged) now has penultimate symbol p i−2 with copy factor k i (k i−2 + 1) + k i−2 . Consider the leading symbols f (q 1 ), . . . , f (q R ), p i−1 of τ i−3 . If some subword of f (q 1 ), . . . , f (q R ) is a repeated sequence of the symbol p
i−2 with 0 ≤ t j ≤ k j , then in τ i−2 that sequence is replaced by p
: since f is the identity on symbols p j for j < i − 1, the initial i − 3 steps of the T-decomposition of τ are the same as the first i − 3 steps of the T-decomposition of σ. Note that k i−2 t i + t i + t i−2 ≤ k i−2 k i + k i + k i−2 , and therefore the former two T-complexity algorithm steps of merging p i−2 and p i are now combined into a single step which preserves the merging of the repeated sequence of p i and/or p i−2 . Thus while one step has been removed from the T-complexity algorithm in moving from σ to τ , all other penultimate symbol lengths and copy factors remain the same. The copy factor of p i−2 in τ is k i k i−2 + k i + k i−2 , so its new contribution to the T-complexity of τ is
which is exactly the sum contribution of p i−2 and p i to the T-complexity of σ. In short: when p i is not periodic in p i−2 , there is no change in copy factors when moving from σ to τ , so T-complexity is preserved. When p i is periodic in p i−2 , the string τ no longer contains p i as a penultimate symbol, but the copy factor of p i−2 ends up increasing such that T-complexity is preserved.
By an analogous argument p i+1 is removed as a penultimate symbol, but the copy factor of p i−1 ends up increasing such that T-complexity is preserved. By assumption, neither p i nor p i−1 is periodic in the other, so we may treat the periodic case in each symbol separately.
Thus |τ | = |σ| and T (τ ) = T (σ). In Case 1(a), the penultimate symbols in τ actually have the same length and copy factors as the penultimate symbols in σ, but in any case T-complexity and length are preserved.
Theorem 4.7. For any string σ, there is a simple string τ such that |σ| = |τ | and T (σ) = T (τ ).
Let σ be as in the hypothesis, with T-decomposition (p 1 , k 1 ), . . . , (p r , k r ). Suppose that p i = join p k j +1 j . Then i = j + 1, so i satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.6. The result of Lemma 4.6 is a new stringσ with the same length and T-complexity such that either p i is not a symbol in the T-decomposition ofσ, or p i occurs earlier in the T-decomposition ofσ than in σ. In the latter case, we may apply Lemma 4.6 again, repeating until p i is no longer a symbol in the T-decomposition of the result. Iterating this process, we obtain a periodic-free string τ with |σ| = |τ | and T (σ) = T (τ ) because Lemma 4.6 cannot introduce new periodic symbols.
Suppose that |p i | < |p i−1 |. Then i satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.6. Set τ as the result. Repeat until τ is length-ordered. Thus the final string is both periodic-free and length-ordered.
Finally, our estimates in the next two sections require a bound on the length of the longest penultimate symbol, which we give in Theorem 4.9.
By splitting the sum and approximating one of the halves by partial sums of a geometric series, we obtain:
Since a m /m is obviously a lower bound for the sum in question, we obtain the desired bound.
Theorem 4.9. Let σ be a string with maximal T-complexity for its length over an alphabet of fixed size a, and assume that σ is simple. Then the longest penultimate symbol in σ's T-decomposition has length m = Θ(log |σ|/ log a). Moreover, |σ| = Θ(a m ). The hidden constants do not depend on a.
The length of σ is the number of penultimate symbols of each length in the T-decomposition times the length times the copy factor for the length, plus one for the leftmost symbol. By Proposition 3.5, Theorem 4.4, Remark 3.6 and Lemma 4.8, we obtain the following sequence of inequalities.
An equivalent lower bound follows by noting that each string of length m must have copy factor at least 1, and so
Hence |σ| = Θ (a m ).
Finding the T-complexity of maximal strings
Before we show how to quickly compute maximal T-complexity among strings of a given length, we introduce an additional copy factor bound which will greatly reduce the search space of the algorithm in Theorem 5.2.
Lemma 5.1. There is a simple string σ ∈ A * with maximal T-complexity among all strings of length |σ|, such that if p i , p j are penultimate symbols in the T-decomposition of σ with
Proof:
Let σ be a simple string with maximal T-complexity for its length and T-decomposition
, and using Lemma 4.6 we may assume without loss of generality that k(p j ) > k(p i ) and j = i + 1. We shall construct a string τ with the same length as σ which has greater T-complexity than σ.
, where k is a copy factor mapping induced by σ's T-decomposition. Let k be the same mapping as k, except with k (p i ) = k(p i ) + 1 and k (p i+1 ) = k(p i ) − 1, and let
so that the repetitions for p i increases by one and the repetitions for p i+1 decreases by one compared to S i+2 . Suppose that σ = L −1 (join q 1 · · · q R t) for some q 1 , . . . , q R , t ∈ S i+2 , so that join q 1 · · · q R t is the result of the (i + 2) th step of the T-decomposition of σ. Since each q j must be a substring of some penultimate symbol during the T-decomposition of σ, and since σ is simple, we have |q j | ≤ |p r |.
Given q j , we may write q j = join p 
Dividing through by |p i+1 | gives k(p i+1 ) > c i+1 + c i , and since c i ≥ 0, we have k(p i+1 ) > c i+1 . Thus q j ∈ S i+2 , so modifying the copy factors does not affect the later T-decomposition steps.
To simplify notation in the last part of this argument, we let k i = k(p i ) and
Note that by assumption k i+1 > k i , so k i+1 |p i+1 | ≥ |p r |. Therefore τ is periodic-free and hence simple. Now the T-complexity of τ is
so it suffices to show that
to both sides gives the desired inequality.
In order to find a string with maximum T-complexity over strings of a given length, it suffices to search over simple strings (Theorem 4.7) whose copy factors satisfy the bounds in Theorem 4.4, and where all penultimate symbols of fixed length in the T-decomposition differ by at most 1 (Lemma 5.1). The next theorem analyzes the computational complexity of calculating maximal T-complexity according to these constraints. Theorem 5.2. The maximal T-complexity among all strings of length n over an alphabet of size a may
time. Moreover, the algorithm finds a list consisting of pairs of the form penultimate symbol length, copy factor which agree with the T-decomposition of a string which has maximal T-complexity for its length. The hidden constants in the running time do not depend on a.
Algorithm 2 below implicitly computes the copy factors and the respective penultimate symbol lengths in the T-decomposition of some maximal string σ, however there is no attempt to compute the symbols themselves. We would like to search for pairs of the form penultimate symbol length, copy factor which agree with the T-decomposition of a string which has maximal T-complexity for its length, but for purposes of efficiency, we want to minimize the search space.
We claim that for any n, there is a string σ with maximal T-complexity among strings of length n and longest penultimate symbol of some length m such that:
(i) every penultimate symbol p in σ's T-decomposition has a copy factor between max{ m−|p| |p| , 1} and 2m+2 |p| ,
(ii) for all j < m, there are exactly e a (j) symbols of length j in σ's T-decomposition, and (iii) the copy factor for each penultimate symbol of length j is either k(j) or k(j) + 1 for some function k.
By Theorem 4.7, we may assume we are searching for a simple string σ. Then (i) follows immediately from Theorem 4.4. By Lemma 4.2, all aperiodic symbols of length j < m must appear as penultimate symbols in the T-decomposition of σ. So (ii) follows by Proposition 3.5. Finally, (iii) follows from Lemma 5.1. We do not know a priori what the function k in (iii) should be, but we do know that it conforms to the bounds in (i). We also don't know how many of the e a (j) symbols of length j have copy factor k(j) and how many have copy factor k(j) + 1, so let d(j) guess the number of penultimate symbols of length j which have the greater copy factor of k(j) + 1. Given m, it suffices to test all possible k satisfying
and 0 ≤ d(j) < e a (j) and then find the maximal T-complexity among these choices. That is, to find maximal T-complexity over strings of length n, we need only compute the maximal choice of k and d over all possible m. We now examine the time complexity of this search algorithm. For each j, there are
possible values of k(j), each of which has e a (j) possible values of d(j). So by Remark 3.6, each j ≤ m contributes
possibilities. Thus for each m, the number of values for k and d that have to be checked is:
where the penultimate approximation follows from Stirling's approximation [12] . Theorem 4.9 states that m = Θ(log n/ log a), so the total number of values for m that must be tested is, for some constants
This proves the theorem, as each test runs in polynomial-time.
The asymptotic T-complexity of maximal strings
We now estimate the maximal T-complexity for strings of length n. We begin with the tangential but intuitive observation that the T-complexity of strings strictly increases with length.
Algorithm 2 Finding a maximal string over an alphabet of fixed size a. Input: An integer n.
Output: The maximal T-complexity among all strings of length n.
1: let t = 0. 2: for m ∈ {1, . . . , Θ(log n/ log a)} do 3: for k j ∈ {(m − j)/j, . . . , (2m + 2)/j} (j = 1, . . . , m) do 4: for d j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , e a (j)} (j = 1, . . . , m) do
5:
if d and k describe a string of length n, that is,
if The T-complexity of the corresponding string is the highest seen thus far, i.e.
set t to be equal to the value of the sum in line 6. end for 12: end for 13: return t Proposition 6.1. If σ and τ have maximal T-complexity for their lengths, and |σ| > |τ |, then T (σ) > T (τ ).
Proof:
By Theorem 4.7, we may assume τ is simple. Obtain a new stringτ by padding |σ| − |τ | copies of L −1 (p 1 ), where p 1 is the first penultimate symbol in σ's T-decomposition, to the penultimate position of τ . Sinceτ and τ are both periodic-free, their T-decompositions are the same except for the copy factor in the first step. In particular, |τ | = |σ| and T (τ ) < T (τ ) ≤ T (σ).
We now give an explicit bound on the maximal T-complexity among strings of a given length based on the estimates in Theorem 4.4. Theorem 6.3 confirms conjectures made in [16] and [7] . The proof requires the following variant of Lemma 4.8. 
Theorem 6.3. If τ ∈ A * has maximal T-complexity among strings of length |σ|, then any simple string σ of length |τ | with maximal T-complexity among strings of length |τ | satisfies
where m is the length of the longest penultimate symbols in the T-decomposition of σ and a = |A|. Consequently,
Proof: By Lemma 5.1, there exists a simple string σ with length τ . Proposition 3.5 combined with Lemma 4.2 tell us that the number of penultimate symbols of length i in σ's T-decomposition is e a (i) for all i < m, and Theorem 4.4 tells us that the copy factor for an aperiodic string of length i must be between max{ m−i i , 1} and 2m+2 i . Inequality (6.1) now follows from setting the copy factor of each symbol in σ's T-decomposition to either its minimum or maximum possible value.
Using (6.1), we next establish (6.2). By Lemma 6.2,
The lower bound follows from a similar calculation:
It remains to find estimates for T (τ ) in terms of |τ |. By Theorem 4.9, we have |σ| = Θ(a m ), and since |τ | = |σ|, inequality (6.2) follows immediately from (6.3) and (6.4).
T-complexity and Kolmogorov complexity
The Kolmogorov complexity of a string is the length of the shortest computer program, or description, which computes it. In order to make the notion of Kolmogorov complexity precise, we fix a standard programming language U whose description lengths exceed the description lengths in any other fixed programming language by no more than a constant [10, Theorem 2.1.1]. Then we may write the Kolmogorov complexity of a string σ as C(σ) = min{|p| : U (p) = σ}. A string σ is called random if C(x) ≥ |x|. For every n and string alphabet of size a, there exists a random string of length n because there are a n strings of length n but only a n−1 + a n−2 + . . . + a + 1 < a n descriptions of shorter length. A similar counting argument shows that 99.9% of strings σ of length n satisfy C(σ) ≥ n − 10. The name "random" is thus appropriate since most strings are close to being random and because, by definition, strings which are close to random lack simple descriptions. It is unknown what fraction of strings of a given length have high T-complexity. Eimann [5] wrote that "[T-complexity] permit[s] estimations of the Kolmogorov-Chaitin complexity." (see also [4] ). Zvonkin and Levin [23, Theorem 1.6] showed that no unbounded computable function, for example any scalar multiple of T-complexity, can be a lower bound for a Kolmogorov complexity. We now argue that T-complexity is also not an upper bound for Kolmogorov complexity. 
Proof:
Suppose c > 0 is a scalar, and let d be the constant guaranteed in the asymptotic T-complexity upper bound (6.2). Furthermore let σ 0 , σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . be a sequence of random strings so that C(σ k ) ≥ |σ k | for all k. For all of the infinitely many k satisfying 2cd < log |σ k |, we have by Theorem 6.3,
De Bruijn sequences
Lempel and Ziv used de Bruijn sequences, to benchmark their complexity algorithm against random strings [9] . They found de Bruijn sequences to have maximal complexity for their lengths, up to a logarithmic factor. With this result in mind, we examine how closely a de Bruijn sequence comes to having maximal T-complexity when compared to other strings of the same length. An (A, k)-de Bruijn sequence contains each substring of length k exactly once and represents a maximally concise catalog of such strings. Thus de Bruijn sequences exhibit incompressibility properties which are indicative of randomness. Even more compelling are the statistical properties of de Bruijn sequences. Every string of length at most k appears in an (A, k)-de Bruijn sequence exactly the number of times one would expect to find it in a perfectly random string. Kolmogorov random strings exhibit this same property as well, but only in the limit [10, Theorem 2.6.1], [11] . It should be emphasized that de Bruijn sequences only exhibit the "random" statistical properties mentioned above over the course of the entire string; for large n it is quite possible to construct ({0, 1}, n)-de Bruijn sequences which have mostly 0's at the beginning of the sequence and mostly 1's at the end (see Xie's Algorithm Ic from [20] which enumerates all de Bruijn sequences of a given length). How complex are de Bruijn sequences under T-complexity? For this discussion, we fix B = {0, 1}. Since (B, n)-de Bruijn sequences are within log n of maximal for both Lempel-Ziv [9] and the more recent finite-state complexity due to Calude, Salomaa, and Roblot [2] , we find the following question interesting for comparison: Do (B, n)-de Bruijn sequences achieve T-complexity within log n of maximal over strings of length 2 n + n − 1? Table 1 indicates that this is not always the case. Table 1 . Range for T-complexity over binary de Bruijn sequences and all strings of length n.
T-COMPLEXITY (B, n)-DE
The relationship between maximal T-complexity and de Bruijn sequences is subtle. As Table 1 shows, for n = 2 and n = 6, (B, n)-de Bruijn sequences can achieve maximal T-complexity over strings of length n while for n = 3, 4, 5 this cannot happen. Hence the existence of (B, n)-de Bruijn sequences of maximal T-complexity depends on the length n. The following (B, 6)-de Bruijn sequences witness the extreme values of T-complexity for their lengths: 
Conclusion
Using simple strings, we have shown how to both efficiently calculate (Theorem 5.2) and analytically estimate (Theorem 6.3) the maximum T-complexity among strings of a given length. Our analytical estimate suffices to both verify conjectures of Hamano/Yamamoto [7] and Speidel [16] regarding the T-complexity of maximal strings and provide evidence against conjectures [4, 5] that T-complexity estimates Kolmogorov complexity (Section 7). Lastly, our empirical evidence suggests T-complexity may be useful for compression on some de Bruijn sequences where Lempel and Ziv's algorithms fail to compress significantly (Section 8).
